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NEW SEMESTER BRINGS CHANGE IN COLONNADE STAFF

Irene Lachmug resigns as Business Manager

Head Reporter and Editor Selected

On February first, the Colonade staff is to lose one of its business managers. Even in the fact that her degree will be complete at this time, Irene Lachmug will not return for the spring term.

The business department has been quite essential for the direction of Irene Lachmug, and Martha Herschel, and the editorial staff regrets the departure of this member.

Louisa Lawless, a member of the editorial staff, has been elected to fill this vacancy. Because of co-operation shown in the best of Lourie, there is no doubt that she will be efficient in this new capacity. In addition, two others have been invited to join this group. They are Madeline Anderson, and Carollee (Continued on page 4)

SPECTRUM TO BE PUBLISHED SOON

Margaret Meader, Editor of Spectrum, has decided to publish another edition of the newspaper before the new semester begins.

Hopes of students to be realied in again having annual: Student Pledge Support

The Colonade welcomes to the library field its sister publication. The Spectrum will be the first edition of the annual in several years and every effort is being made to make it a success.

Late Steel

It is true that the Spectrum has gotten a rather late start this year, and the staff members must reexamine the customs of drafting a representative membership of the students and activities of the college.

Students Cooperate

This comes was made known when recently at chapel the idea of an annual was presented by the advisory board, composed of all seniors of the three upper classes and Dr. Pringle and was received most favorably by the classes. Each group put up a stand and wished institution of cooperation.

Margaret Meader, Editor

Under the direction of Margaret Meader, as editor-in-chief, and the business staff led by Anna Elizabeth Brumich, glasses for a beautiful book are being made, by the following staff members:

Editor-in-chief, Margaret Meader, Associate Editor, Edith Blanchard

Business Manager, Anna Elizabeth Brumich (Continued on page 4)

EXAMINATIONS ARE APPROACHING: HIGH CRAMMING NOW

"A stitch in time saves nine" If you will take this edifice to mind, there is no doubt you will find that sooner or later you begin cramming. Before you begin your cramming, take your notes to the dean and explain your position.

MILLENDALE TIMES EDITED BY GLASS IN JOURNALISM

Prof. W. F. Wynn Sponsors Project

Mildred Wright Hands Editorial Staff

The class of Journalism through the courtesy of Mrs. C. B. McClellan and under the leadership of Mr. W. F. Wynn is published the January edition of the Milleville Times paper.

This project was the culmination of the girls' desire to handle and publish a paper and to get a glimpse into the mechanics of newspaper work. It also, followed the policy of the college to put into every course some real, practical experience.

The writing of various types of articles, the correcting of proofs, the arrangement of the paper, the getting of news, in fact, all the details of a newspaper office formed a novel and interesting experience. (Continued on page 5)

CHANGES OF TWO CENTURIES ARE DISCUSSED

Members of Faculty and Student Body Speak

Mary Advancement Presented

What are the most important changes of the last twenty-five years? This question interested me in an interesting manner by the Faculty of G. B. W. at a recent chapel service.

Because of the vastness of the question the answers were not definite, upon any major suggestions were those which were best in the discussion.

The human importance of auto-mobiles and gasoline that makes possible good roads and consolidated schools was mentioned by the Dean as one of the most important, or events, or situations of the time.

Mr. Scott spoke of the big improvements, as he did of the little ones. Twenty years ago the idea seemed to be in a great change. Many other years today the ones I thought is to give place received. This, however, as Mr. Scott pointed out, has made possible, among other things, the mail order business, the delivery system by which goods are ordered and never seem until they are delivered, the rental packages of food, and the payment of of by check.

The Colonade the basis of check- writing, he declared, "is that of the Colonade." Dr. Daniels suggested that the nature of the labor race, as they are called, to take care of themselves were more wise. He believes that in a very few years the world will see these races ameliorate their rights, and making a struggle for liberty.

The big changes in education appear to Mr. Thaxton. While these changes are far from a perfect completion, each of them is a decided improvement.

Dr. Weber recalled the many dis- counts the world has seen during the past quarter of a century, and the great changes that have been learned because of them.

To Mr. Wynn the discovery of the ability to weigh the capacities of the human mind and the possibilities of that discovery were outstanding contributions.

Dr. Johnson called the attention of these present to the fact that the world now has had the problem of History is. The new concept is that History is the story of all the activities of mankind", and not merely "just politics."

A second point brought out by Dr. Johnson dealt with the change in one of the political parties in that of acquiring local control of the government.

Miss Bailey, who has just returned from the Continental Convention of the National Association of Writing, transferred the chapel group by relating some of the changes in that society.

To Miss Crowell, the serialization (Continued on page 3)